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Permit term discussion (continued)
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Conservation assurances
Sources of biological uncertainty
Ways to manage this uncertainty
What happens during and after permit term
Pace of covered activities and conservation

Conservation Assurances


Creation of a new HCP/NCCP Reserve System of new acquisitions
and enhancement of existing protected lands



Cohesive system of reserve lands managed collectively to
contribute to conservation on a large scale



Improved management on and off Reserve System (e.g., stream
management)



Adaptive management



Habitat restoration



Improved monitoring (more and longer term)



Long-term funding (more than would be available project-byproject)



More conservation, management, and monitoring than would occur
project-by-project
y NCCP standard
y Conservative approach due to uncertainties

Examples of Conservation Uncertainty


Species impacts from some covered activities



Precise management needs of some species,
habitats



Species responses to management or restoration



Efficacy of some management techniques



Habitat restoration



New threats: invasive species? Climate change?



Severe disturbances (floods, fires, drought)



Cost of land acquisition and management

Sources of Conservation Uncertainty
1.

Uncertainty in impacts
y

2.

Uncertainty in species and habitat response
y
y
y
y

3.

Precise management needs of some species, habitats
Species responses to management or restoration
Efficacy of some management techniques
Habitat restoration

Uncertainty in nature
y
y

4.

Species impacts from some covered activities

New threats: invasive species? Climate change?
Severe disturbances (floods, fires, drought)

Uncertainty in cost
y

Cost of land acquisition and management

Ways to Manage Conservation
Uncertainty
1. Uncertainty in impacts:
Adopt conservative assumptions
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Conservative habitat model parameters
Assume all modeled habitat is occupied
Assume covered activities will have impacts
Limit impacts: cap on allowable take, No Take species,
conservation must keep pace with impacts (can always
amend permit later to increase cap)
Require species/habitat surveys during implementation
Require stricter avoidance/minimization measures for
uncertain impacts
May require specific mitigation for certain species
Design some covered activities in implementation

Ways to Manage Conservation
Uncertainty
2. Uncertainty in species and habitat responses:
Adaptive management
y Extra conservation to ensure long-term benefit:
contribute to recovery (more than is required now
project-by-project)
y Well-funded management (better than anything now)
y Be flexible—reallocate effort to where needed
y Fund directed research to inform management
y Design management as scientific experiments
y Conduct frequent monitoring and evaluation
y Monitor habitat and species responses

Continuum of
Experimental
Management

Ways to Manage Conservation
Uncertainty (cont’d)
2. Uncertainty in species and habitat response:
Adaptive management (cont’d)
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
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Test key assumptions in Plan with field data
Seek advice from experts
Periodic biological “audits” from scientists
Transparency to public
Oversight by Wildlife Agencies
Longer permit term in which to improve techniques
Others will contribute to recovery outside HCP/NCCP
Option to reduce or suspend permit coverage if nothing
else works

Ways to Manage Conservation
Uncertainty (cont’d)
3. Uncertainty in nature:
Changed circumstances
y Reasonably anticipated changes affecting covered
species or geographic area
y Describe response to change (“remedial measure”)
y Allocate money to pay for remedial measures
y Potential changed circumstances
New species listed
Failure of restoration
Large-scale flood
Large fire
New invasive species or disease
Long-term drought
Climate change?
¬
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Ways to Manage Conservation
Uncertainty (cont’d)
4. Uncertainty in Cost:
Conservative funding plan
y Use actual costs when available (local)
y Contingency (5-10%)
y Inflation factors based on accurate index or actual
costs; O&M vs. land costs
y Require proponents of covered activities to provide
land instead of $$ in emergencies
y Periodic financial audits
y Transparency

What Happens During Permit Term


Revenue generated by covered activities, local government,
state, feds



Conservation lands acquired and management plans prepared



Strong focus on habitat restoration and adaptive management



Strong focus on long-term monitoring



Periodic biological and financial audits



Remedial measures if changed circumstances arise



Effective management and monitoring required by permit;
Wildlife Agencies can threaten permit suspension or revocation



If serious problems: permit suspension or revocation



Annual reports submitted to Wildlife Agencies and public



Wildlife Agencies closely monitor progress and compliance

What Happens After Permit Term


Reserve System still managed and monitored but
likely at reduced level



Revenue generated by sources other than covered
activities (e.g., endowment, local sources)



Remedial measures funding goes away (No
Surprises assurances gone)



No permit suspension threat: no more “stick”



Annual reporting no longer required

Pace of Covered Activities and
Conservation


Regardless of permit term, majority of covered
activities will likely occur in first 10-15 years, with or
without HCP/NCCP
y City/County General Plans, Coyote Valley



Rough proportionality requires that reserve system
“build out” at same pace as or faster than covered
activities
Conservation
Covered activities

Acres

Time

Permit term

Longer Permit Term: Benefits


More time for higher management and monitoring
standards



More time to improve management



More time to assemble long-term funding package



More commitment of Wildlife Agency attention



More opportunity to acquire funding from covered
activities (and less need for more controversial
sources of local funds)

Comments and Questions?

